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According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the number 
of Americans primarily working from home tripled 
between 2019 and 2021, and most of them 
don’t plan a return to the o�  ce. This trend 
has bene� ts, but many remote workers report 
feeling disconnected from their coworkers. A 
good recognition program can turn that around, 
fostering connection, communication, and 
greater job satisfaction.

1. Make It A Regular Thing.
Employees anticipate receiving something from their 
employer in December, but getting an unexpected gift in 
March or July is an exciting surprise. Sending recognition 
gifts seasonally or quarterly can be simple with a peace-of-
mind delivery service. Gifts are packaged and sent directly 
to employees’ homes or remote workspaces, making your 
life hassle-free!

3. Give An Unboxing Experience. 
Beautifully designed packaging invites the 
recipient to open and explore. Once the lid 
is lifted, there are multiple opportunities to 
reach in and pull out another surprise. When 
you choose a prepackaged gift set, the work has already 
been done for you—with peace-of-mind delivery a box of 
coordinated gifts will be on its way to your 
remote workers. 

4. Treat Them To Lunch.
Make sure remote employees don’t miss out on 
perks they would get in the o�  ce, like breakfasts 
and lunches. With the expansion of food delivery 
services, remote employees can receive the 
same bagels, tacos, or Caesar salads on their 
doorsteps that in-o�  ce employees are enjoying 
in the breakroom or a lunch meeting. 

2. Dress For Success.
Employees who look like part of a team will feel like part of 
a team. Company-branded apparel is a great investment, 
and sizing is a snap with a dedicated webstore. Each team 
member can plug in their size and shipping address, and 
soon everyone will be wearing your 
logo with pride. 
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5. Send Care Packages.
Care packages are welcome during times when 
employees need a little TLC. Send a new mug with herbal 
tea and a pair of cozy socks during cold and � u season, 
and a stress-relieving scented 
candle and co� ee or chocolates 
when deadlines are looming on 
a big project. 

6. Support Professional Development. 
Employees who work in nontraditional environments 
are still interested in growth and advancement. Support 
remote workers’ desire to learn by paying for workshops 
and seminars that will help them grow their current job 
skills and develop new ones. 

7. Equip The Workspace. 
Set up your remote employees with desk accessories 
that foster both productivity and inclusion. Items 
imprinted with the company logo and appreciative 
messages look great and remind employees 
they’re valued.   

8. Give Lots Of “Likes.” 
Publish employee recognition posts on social media. 
Receiving a public shout-out makes a person feel 
good, and pictures or video of the honoree make 
him or her present to the rest of the team when 
they don’t see each other face-to-face.

9. Organize Games And Contests.
Build community, collaboration, and connection with 
lighthearted competition. Play online word games or trivia 
quizzes, bestow badges, or present a funny award in every 
virtual sta�  meeting. Surprise winners with easy-to-mail 
gift cards, bookmarks, and lapel pins. 

10. Celebrate Special Days.
Work anniversaries and birthdays are perfect occasions 
to make people feel special. Announce these 
milestones in meetings, send all-sta�  emails, 
and have gifts delivered. 
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